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this movie. On August 26, a magnitude 7.8 earthquake hit the eastern coast of Honshu, Japan, killing
around 6,500 people. It caused a tsunami that inundated a wide area, leaving behind a trail of
destruction. Soon, the government and the media began to describe the event as the worst in
Japanese history. However, this scale of tragedy had been surpassed just two years earlier, when a
magnitude 9 earthquake shook the city of Kobe, causing 2,000 deaths and nearly 17,000 injuries. In
the aftermath of the Kobe earthquake, national, regional, and local policies were quickly devised.
The Japanese government was quick to react; within two weeks, it had approved a long-term
reconstruction plan to rebuild damaged areas. But leaders were also concerned about the economic
impact of a high-profile disaster. The government and the media had done a good job of keeping
public interest in Kobe’s tragedy very high. But it would soon become apparent that those efforts
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with more background) By Aaron Blake Three years after the financial crisis, Congress approved the
Dodd-Frank Act, giving regulators unprecedented power to reign in big banks. Now the Federal
Reserve is weighing whether to use its new authority to crack down on the country's largest banks. A
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survey of top bank examiners, taken in June, shows a majority are in favor of doing so, according to
sources familiar with the survey, who spoke on the condition of anonymity because the results are
not yet public. "It has been very well-received," one senior Fed official told reporters, summarizing
the results of a survey the Fed conducted of supervisors. "Pretty much all the people on it are giving
very positive feedback." (Read More: Stocks Rise as Fed Strike a Drag) The three-year-old law was
designed to provide additional scrutiny on the biggest Wall Street institutions, by requiring
regulators to examine the riskier assets they own and whether those risks were properly capitalized.
It has already resulted in banks like Goldman Sachs or Wells Fargo choosing to sell some real estate
investments that were a risk to the company. At the same time, the Fed has brought down the
industry-wide capital threshold for most large banks. The rules put an emphasis on bank balance
sheets and the risks they take on. Banks that are above the capital threshold are now forced to take
on more risk, ensuring that they are as safe as possible. They have less ability to get bailouts,
making them less attractive to investors and have to keep a bigger cash reserve, making them more
reliant on the Fed's funding during a crisis. However, critics said the power to crack down on large
banks that are well capitalized is just another way for the Fed to pick winners and losers in the
financial markets. "It's essentially the criminal process to set the capital rules to prevent large banks
from being bailed out," said Donald J.
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